
March 19, 2015 

Cynthia Harris 
12 Channing Ave 
Orlando, Florida 32811 

Mayor Theresa Jacobs & 
Board of County Commissioners 
201 S. Rosalind Ave 
Orlando, Florida 

Re: SE-15-03-116 

Dear Mayor and Commissioners 

On March 5, 2015 a Special Exception Site Plan meeting was held before the Board of Zoning and 

Adjustment at 9:00am in behalf of the Orlando Union Rescue Mission. As a result, a 5-2 vote was 

favorable for the residents who reside within a two mile radius ofthe proposed Men's Homeless Shelter 

located at 3250 Old Winter Garden Rd. Orlando, Florida 32805. It is my understanding that the Orlando 

Union Rescue Mission has requested an appeal to your decision on March 17, 2015 and I would like to 

express my continued STRONG OPPOSITION of this proposed project. 

I Strongly OPPOSE to the granting of this variance for to the following reasons: 

• The planned project is in the middle of a quiet residential neighborhood, which has an C3 
Warehouse zoning. The applicant, Allen Harding, is the executive director of a non-profit 
Corooration, Orlando Union Rescue Mission. This corporation already operates one other 
residential care facility in the nearby area, which is located in the city limits of Orlando. 
Apparently they want to expand their business in a already impoverished community. Enough is 
enough. Shelters that only serve specific homeless population do not belong in this neighborhood 
and zoning rules should be adhered to, in order to protect residents and the integrity of the 
neighborhood. 

• The project will create more problems such as increased homeless who the OURM will not serve 
excessive loitering, alcoholism/addiction, and other crimes which are already problematic in a 
struggling community. Why exacerbate an existing problem to an already poverty stricken 
community? 

• Haralson Estates is a very racially diverse neighborhood in the City limits with a relatively high 
poverty rate with pockets of concentrated poverty. Lake Mann Estates, Luola Terrace, 
Washington Shores, Malibu Groves, lvey Lane Estates, Royal Ivey Garden and Mercy Drive are 
all neighborhoods that would be affected adding to the existing crime and poverty if this project is 
approved. The public memory of the Parramore neighborhood and of what happened there is 
disappearing and by building the Orlando Union Rescue Mission will virtually cause the above 
communities named to no longer exist as we once knew them. 
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• The project, if approved, would bring both more traffic and noise, including sirens of emergency 
vehicles, to the neighborhoods who are already currently distressed . There will be construction 
vehicles initially, followed by service vehicles for supplies and the like, as well as the staff 
needed to operate the facility for years to come. 

• The neighborhood is congested enough with homeless, disabled and mentally ill population. 
There are seven hotels within a half mile radius that currently house the homeless. There are 20 + 
gas/convenience stores that serve alcohol within a 3 mile radius. There are approximately five 
liquor stores within a one mile radius. There are 10 nursing/rehabilitation facilities within a three 
mile radius and more than 20 child care facilities within a one mile radius of the proposed 
location and approximately five public and private schools within a one mile radius. The 
Homeless currently reside in the woods behind the proposed site and neighboring woods within a 
half mile. Is it fair to add 400 more homeless in our community? Public Safety of current 
residents and local businesses should be Project Number One! 

• Property owners nearby will have their homes and properties negatively impacted because of the 
facility. No one wants to live next to such a facility or worry about their safety. Homeowners 
have already seen a significant reduction in values due to the recession, so this would further 
lower those values. We don't want to be prisoners in our own homes! 

• The surrounding neighborhoods are located within both the City and County limits. Public Safety 
issues will cause problems when law Enforcement has to determine whose jurisdiction will 
handle new problems leaving residents feeling unsafe. 

In closing I want to leave you with this tale of"The Camel's Nose In The Tent". 

One cold night, as a desert dweller sat in his tent, a camel gently thrust his nose under the flap 
and looked in. "Master," he said, "let me put my nose in your tent. It's cold and stormy out here." "By all 
means," ~aid the man, "and welcome" as he turned over and went to sleep. 
A little later the man awoke to find that the camel had not only put his nose in the tent but his 
head and neck also. The camel, who had been turning his head from side to side, said, "I will 
take but little more room ifl place my forelegs within the tent. It is difficult standing out here." 
"Yes, you may put your forelegs within," said the man, moving a little to make room, for the tent 
was small. Finally, the camel said, "May I not stand wholly inside? I keep the tent open by standing as I 
do." "Yes, yes," said the man. "Come wholly inside. Perhaps it will be better for both of us." So the camel 
crowded in. The man, with difficulty in the crowded quarters, again went to sleep. When he woke up the 
next time, he was outside in the cold and the camel had the tent to himself. This is from the Arabian Night 
Story. It is fiction but in our West Orlando Community, it will become a reality if we don't stop the 
proposed zoning change on 3250 Old Winter Garden Rd. The Orlando Magic may want to open there new 
venue by pushing the Orlando Union Rescue Mission out their current location, but if the residents are 
pushed out of their homes we will be homeless too and where will we go. 

Again thank you as always for believing in us and supporting us. Thank you for your recent vote. 

Cynthia H~:~JTis 


